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Collection Components

The following components are included in this collection:

Professional Development Resource
Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning, Second 
Edition is included to provide a complete introduction to CLR.

Interactive Read-Aloud Texts and Lessons
Five lesson plans with one copy of each culturally authentic title

Shared Reading Texts and Lessons
Five lesson plans with six copies of each nonfiction title

Management Guide
Easy-to-use teacher resource supports best practices in culturally 
and linguistically responsive instruction and literacy instruction 

Digital Resources
Digital resources may be accessed through the Teacher Created Materials website (see page 44). 
The following digital resources are provided to support instruction:

• eBooks of titles published by 
Teacher Created Materials

• student activity pages

• audiobooks of titles published by 
Teacher Created Materials 

• discussion rubrics
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Collection Components (cont.)

About the Books

The following texts are included in this collection. For a complete overview of each title, including 
CLR themes addressed, see the first page of each lesson. 

Lexile® levels and Fountas and Pinnell Guided Reading Levels are listed below for reference only. 
The titles provided in this collection are not meant to match students’ independent reading levels. 
The lessons are designed for teachers to lead students in modeled and shared reading activities 
with the books.

Title Responsiveness Level Lexile® Level Guided Reading* 
Level

Literature

Almost Zero: A 
Dyamonde Daniel 
Book

Culturally Authentic 630L P

Early Sunday Morning  Culturally Authentic N/A N/A

Mango, Abuela, and 
Me 

Culturally Authentic AD560L M

Radiant Child: The 
Story of Young Artist 
Jean‑Michel Basquiat

Culturally Authentic 1050L T 

Teach Us Your Name  Culturally Authentic N/A N/A

Informational Texts

César Chávez: 
Protecting Farm 
Workers 

Culturally Generic 450L O

Fantastic Kids: George 
Washington Carver 

Culturally Generic 570L P

Make It: Henna 
Designs 

Culturally Generic 540L Q

Mohandas Gandhi Culturally Generic 740L U

Wilma Rudolph: 
Against All Odds

Culturally Generic 500L N

 
*These titles have been officially leveled using the F&P Text Level Gradient™ Leveling System.
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Teaching a Lesson

Overview
The overview page includes learning objectives, a 
completed Rings of Culture diagram, and a list of 
CLR themes addressed in the title. (Note: Only the 
Rings of Culture of focus are identified in the lesson.)

Before Reading
Students are engaged in activities to access prior 
knowledge and build excitement for the book. 
Vocabulary activities focus on either Tier II or Tier III 
vocabulary terms.

During Reading
Teachers implement literacy and discussion 
protocols that focus on validating and affirming 
cultural behaviors and building and bridging 
toward school-culture norms.

After Reading
Students are able to synthesize their learning 
through a culminating discussion and multiple 
options for responding to the text, including writing 
prompts and comprehension activities.

Student Activity Sheets
Literacy and VABB objectives are supported with 
vocabulary activities, comprehension activities, and 
Culture Connections.

Assessment
Suggestions for informal assessment as well as a 
discussion rubric are provided for assessing student 
progress toward lesson objectives.

INTO
THE

TEXT

Se
t It Off

THROUGH
THE

TEXT

Th
e Getdown

BEYOND
THE

TEXT

Th
e 

After Party
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Teaching a Lesson (cont.)

Instructional Settings and Lesson Pacing

The books provided in this collection vary in length, so instructional time will also vary. The books 
and lessons need not be taught in any particular order and can be used throughout the school 
year to support instruction within the standards and/or units of study.

Pacing Suggestions for Interactive Read-Aloud Lessons
In his book In Defense of Read‑Aloud (2015), Steven L. Layne offers the following tips for successful 
planning and pacing of read-aloud instructional time for longer books:

• Take time to launch the read-aloud to ensure that students are fully engaged. When beginning 
a book, you might have a longer read-aloud session or read multiple times throughout the 
day. Once students are hooked, a routine of reading aloud 10–20 minutes per day can be 
established.

• Be mindful of when you begin a read-aloud. Do not start a book on a Friday or just before a 
school vacation.

• After launching a read-aloud book, keep the momentum going. Set a regular reading schedule 
that students can depend on. Avoid canceling read-aloud time.

Pacing Suggestions for Shared Reading Lessons
The following pacing suggestion spans five instructional days and requires approximately 
30–45 minutes per day.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Before Reading 
Activity and 
Personal 
Dictionary

During Reading 
Activity

During Reading 
Activity

Response to Text 
Activities

Culminating 
Discussion and 
Assessment
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CLR Toolbox Checklist
Use the checklist to keep track of the CLR activities you use in your classroom and/or identify 
activities to add to your teaching repertoire. This list is not exhaustive but provides a foundation 
for building your toolbox. The activities are organized by each of the four CLR Instructional  
Areas—classroom management, academic vocabulary, academic literacy, and academic language, 
and then divided into three levels—basic (minimal planning), advanced (intentional planning), and 
premium (involved planning). 

Activities that involve movement are noted with (M). Traditional activities are noted with (T). All 
noted page numbers or chapters refer to Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and 
Learning, Second Edition, provided as part of this collection. Not all of the listed activities are 
described or implemented in this resource. 

Classroom Management
Attention Signals

Traditional (examples) 

 ❏ Countdown (5, 4, 3, 2, 1)
 ❏ Lights Off and On
 ❏ Hands Raised

Call and Response 
(pages 242–243)

 ❏ Listen-Up
 ❏ Bring It—Back
 ❏ When I Move You  
Move—Just Like That

 ❏ Repeating Hand Claps/Beats

Response Protocols 

Basic

 ❏ Moment of Silence (T)
 ❏ Pick a Stick 
 ❏ Raise a Hand (T)
 ❏ Train/Pass It On 
 ❏ Thumbs-Up/Down 
 ❏ Whip Around 

Advanced

 ❏ Bingo
 ❏ Put Somebody on Blast
 ❏ Roll ‘Em
 ❏ Shout Out 
 ❏ Somebody Who 
 ❏ Stand and Deliver (M)

Classroom Management
Discussion Protocols

Basic

 ❏ Partner Share 
 ❏ Round Robin 
 ❏ Think-Pair-Share 
 ❏ Turn and Talk 

Advanced

 ❏ Corners (M) 
 ❏ Give One/Get One (M) 
 ❏ I Got This! 
 ❏ Campfire Discussion
 ❏ Find Somebody Who... (M) 
 ❏ Huddle (M)
 ❏ Musical Shares (M) 
 ❏ Numbered Heads 
 ❏ Merry-Go-Round 
 ❏ One-Three-Six (M) 
 ❏ Post Your Thoughts 
 ❏ Silent Appointment (M)
 ❏ Snowballs (M) 
 ❏ Tea Party/Meet ’n’ Greet (M) 
 ❏ Thinking on Feet (M) 
 ❏ Who’s the Stray? (M) 
 ❏ Put Your Two Cents In 

Premium

 ❏ Answer Chairs (M)
 ❏ Carousel Brainstorm (M) 
 ❏ Fishbowl
 ❏ Graffiti Talk (M) 
 ❏ Inner-Outer Circle (M) 
 ❏ Yesterday’s Headlines 
 ❏ Send a Problem 
 ❏ Silent Conversations 
 ❏ Stop and Scribble (M) 
 ❏ Turning Wheels (M) 

Academic Literacy 
Read-Alouds 

Basic

 ❏ Buddy Reading
 ❏ Choral Reading 
 ❏ Echo Reading 
 ❏ Fill in the Blank Reading 
 ❏ Teacher Read-Aloud (T) 

Advanced

 ❏ Jump-In Reading 
 ❏ Train Reading—Proficient 
Readers Only (T)

Premium

 ❏ Fade In/Fade Out 
 ❏ Radio Reading 
 ❏ Tag Reading (M) 
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CLR Toolbox Checklist (cont.)

Academic Literacy 
Literacy Strategies 

Basic 

 ❏ Drawing Conclusions 
 ❏ Graphic Organizers 
 ❏ It Says, I Say, and So 
 ❏ K-W-L Charts
 ❏ Picture the Feeling 
 ❏ Picture Walk
 ❏ Retelling 
 ❏ Save the Last Word for Me 
 ❏ Three Things 

Advanced

 ❏ Anticipation Reaction Guide 
 ❏ Chalk Talk
 ❏ Hot Seat 
 ❏ Mindstreaming 
 ❏ Reading Tea Party (M) 
 ❏ Say Something 
 ❏ Sixty-Second Radio Spot
 ❏ Story Maps
 ❏ Team-Pair-Solo

Premium

 ❏ I-Chart
 ❏ Language Experience 
Approach 

 ❏ Logographics 
 ❏ Quiz-Quiz-Trade
 ❏ Sketch to Stretch 
 ❏ Reader’s Theater 
 ❏ Six-Color Thinking 
 ❏ 10 Questions

Academic Vocabulary 
Introducing Words 

Basic

 ❏ Cloze Activity
 ❏ Tiering Words (Chapter 5)
 ❏ Vocabulary Slides
 ❏ Word Splash

Advanced

 ❏ Affix Organizer
 ❏ Line Up/Shades of Meaning
 ❏ Personal Dictionary
 ❏ Personal Thesaurus 
 ❏ Synonym Shout Out

Practice/Reinforcement

Basic

 ❏ And the Question Is?
 ❏ Cloudy or Clear
 ❏ Example/Non-Example 
Organizer

 ❏ Memory Match

Advanced

 ❏ A Wordy Conversation
 ❏ Hot Seat 
 ❏ Snowballs (M) 
 ❏ Talk a Mile a Minute

Premium

 ❏ Indisputable or Refutable?
 ❏ Jeopardy
 ❏ Loopy
 ❏ Shabooya Roll Call

Academic Language 

Basic

 ❏ #BeYou Moments
 ❏ Home Language or School 
Language?

 ❏ Linguistic Feature Match

Advanced

 ❏ Code Switching/
Contrastive Analysis 
(Chapter 11)

 ❏ Identify the Feature
 ❏ Linguistic Feature 
Tic-Tac-Toe

 ❏ Linguistic Feature Tea 
Party (M)

 ❏ Sentence Lifting 

Premium

 ❏ Linguistic Feature 
Jeopardy

 ❏ Peer Conferencing 
Academic Language

 ❏ Reverse Code Switching
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Radiant Child: The Story of Young 
Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat 

Responsive Dots: Culturally Authentic

Genre: Nonfiction

Text Structure: Narrative

Lexile®: 1,050L

Guided Reading Level: T

Objectives
• Recount or describe key ideas and details from a text 

read aloud.

• Participate in collaborative discussions with classmates 
by asking questions to clarify comprehension and 
making comments to build on others’ ideas.  

• Determine or clarify the meaning of grade-appropriate 
general, academic, and domain-specific vocabulary 
words or phrases. 

• Validate and Affirm home culture and language, and 
Build and Bridge to success in school culture and 
mainstream society (VABB). 

Set additional objectives based on the discussion and 
response activities selected.

CLR Themes
Art/Artist: Creating art from the perspective of an African American child

Beauty: Shows that beauty is found in many things and many places, and that something doesn’t 
have to look a certain way to be beautiful

Family: Family love and the impact that family can have on self-concept, self-love, and 
pursuing dreams

Materials
• Radiant Child: The Story of 

Young Artist Jean‑Michel 
Basquiat book

• number cube

• art materials such as magazines, 
newspapers, paint, markers, and 
crayons

• copies of student activity sheets 
and rubric (pages 10–14)

socioeconomic

working class

ethnic

Haitian/
Afro-Latino 

national

United 
States

gender

boy

age

youth

Focus Rings of Cultu
re
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 1. Share with students that you will be doing an Interactive Teacher Read-Aloud of the book 
Radiant Child: The Story of Young Artist Jean‑Michel Basquiat.  Explain that because this 
read-aloud is interactive, you will frequently stop reading to discuss the themes, characters, 
settings, and events as a group.

 2. Explain that students should engage in Active Listening as you read.  Engage students in a 
brief discussion around school-culture behaviors for active listening during the read-aloud, 
including eye contact, posture, and facial expressions.  Discuss why these behaviors are 
appropriate for this situation.

 3. Build excitement for the text by showing students examples of Jean-Michel Basquiat’s art, 
sharing a book trailer, exploring the author’s website, displaying book reviews, or posing a 
focus question, such as What images do you see on the cover?

 4. Remind students to create mental images (visualize) as you read.  Plan to stop periodically 
to have students act out their “mind movies” for the class.

 5. Plan discussion stopping points (see recommendations on pages 6–7).  Support language 
learners in discussion by preparing Language Support Sentence Frames.

I think ______ because _______.  

This detail supports _______.

I would describe _______.

An example is when _______.   

First, _______.  Next, _______.

What do you mean by _______?

Please explain _______ again.

I agree with you because _______.  

I disagree with you because _______.  

My idea builds on _______’s idea because _______.

I would add _______.  

Language Support Sentence Frames
Post the following sentence frames to support language learners during discussion.

Note: Prior to the read-aloud, read the “About this Book” section at the beginning of 
the book and the “More About Jean-Michel Basquiat” section at the end of the book 
to gain context about the author and about Jean-Michel Basquiat’s life. 

© Teacher Created Materials  i24844—Radiant Child: The Story of Young Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat 33

Before ReadingINTO
THE

TEXT
Se

t It Off

VABB
Which of your students’ cultural behaviors will you validate and affirm?  Which 
school-culture behaviors will you build and bridge?

The Interactive Teacher Read-Aloud mirrors storytelling, an integral part of 
communication and connection in many cultures.  

Providing instruction in Active Listening teaches situational appropriateness and 
helps students build and bridge skills for success in academic settings.  
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Culminating Discussion
Use a variety of discussion protocols to guide students through meaningful conversations.  Several 
discussion protocols are summarized below.  Analyzing and evaluating questions have been provided 
as options for discussion.  Use the Discussion Rubric on page 14 to formally evaluate students.

Inner-Outer Circle 
Organize students into one inner circle and one outer circle, having them face each other.  Display 
a variety of discussion questions and ensure that each student in the outer circle poses a different 
discussion question for a student in the inner circle to respond to before rotating clockwise.  Repeat 
the process until a full rotation is made.  Then, have the inner- and outer-circle students switch roles.

Mix-Pair-Share 
Use the signal “Mix/Move” to have students walk around the room in between and around chairs.  
Then, use the signal “Pair/Share” to have students stop to find partners who are not part of their 
table group to high-five, fist bump, or use another appropriate greeting with, such as handshakes 
or verbal greetings.  Ask or display a question, and have students share their answers with 
partners for about 30–60 seconds.  When time is up, repeat the process again until all questions 
have been answered.

After ReadingBEYOND
THE

TEXT

Th
e 

After Party

Analyzing Evaluating

 1. What is your definition of art before 
and after reading the book?  How 
do you express your emotions 
through art?  (personal connection)

 2. How do the illustrations in the 
book show that Jean-Michel is 
fighting prejudice?  (synthesize; use 
evidence)

 3. Compare and contrast Jean-Michel’s 
art with other art that you have 
seen.  How does his art stand out?  
(synthesize)

 4. What is the author’s message about 
art and being unique?  (evaluate 
details; use evidence)

 5. Did the author do a good job of 
honoring Jean-Michel and his style 
in the artwork of the book without 
copying him?  Explain.  (evaluate 
details; use evidence)

 6. Describe the life of an artist.  Do you 
think the life of an artist is easy, hard, 
or both?  Explain.  (evaluate details; 
use evidence)

VABB
Which of your students’ cultural behaviors will you validate and affirm? 
Which school-culture behaviors will you build and bridge?

Inner-Outer Circle validates and affirms high movement, spontaneity, and 
cooperative cultural behaviors.

Mix-Pair-Share validates and affirms high movement and sociocentrism.

VA Validate & Af�rm

VA Validate & Af�rm
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Name: ____________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

My Found Poem

Directions: Listen to the story, Radiant Child.  On a separate sheet 
of paper, brainstorm different words and phrases from the book that 
stand out to you.  You may also come up with your own words as you 
look at the pictures.  On the lines below, combine your words and 
phrases to create a poem.  Then, give your poem a title.

 ____________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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Mohandas Gandhi 

Responsive Dots: Culturally Generic

Genre: Informational

Text Structure: Sequence

Lexile®: 740L

Guided Reading Level: U

Objectives
• Read and comprehend informational text fluently and 

accurately.  

• Participate in collaborative discussions with classmates 
by asking questions to clarify comprehension and 
making comments to build on others’ ideas. 

• Determine or clarify the meaning of grade-appropriate 
general academic and domain-specific vocabulary words 
or phrases.

• Validate and Affirm home culture and language, and 
Build and Bridge to success in school culture and 
mainstream society (VABB).

Set additional objectives based on the discussion and 
response activities selected.

CLR Themes
Kindness and Acceptance: Shows how Gandhi treated people from other castes with love

Equality: Describes inequalities between castes in India, between men and women, between 
British and Indian people, and between light- and dark-skinned people in South Africa 

Service: Explains the ways in which Gandhi lived a life of service towards others 

Nonviolence: Examines the ways in which Gandhi brought about change through nonviolent means

Materials
• Mohandas Gandhi 

books

• copies of student 
activity sheets and 
rubric (pages 10–14)

religious

Hinduism

socioeconomic

middle class

age

youth

national

North India

ethnic

Indian

Fo
cus Rings of Cultu
re
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 1. Tell students that you will be doing a shared reading of the book Mohandas Gandhi.  Display 
the book and read aloud the summary on the back cover.

 2. Explain that students will have many opportunities for collaboration as you explore the book 
together.  The opportunities for discussion will focus on shared goals for understanding the 
text.

 3. Build excitement for the text by engaging students in a discussion about one of the CLR 
themes discussed in the text (page 2).  Pose questions for students to explore, such as How 
would you make a change in your community?  What would you do if others did not agree 
with you?  

 4. Plan discussion stopping points (see recommendations on page 7).  Support language 
learners in discussion by preparing Language Support Sentence Frames that best match 
the planned discussion.  Highlight and model the use of these frames.

I think ______ because _______.  

This detail supports _______.

I would describe _______.

An example is when _______.  

First, _______.  Next, _______.

What do you mean by _______?

Please explain _______ again.

I agree with you because _______.  

I disagree with you because _______.  

My idea builds on _______’s idea 
because _______.

I would add _______.  

Language Support Sentence Frames
Post the following sentence frames to support language learners during discussion.

© Teacher Created Materials  i24849—Mohandas Gandhi 33

Before ReadingINTO
THE

TEXT
Se

t It Off

VABB
The Discussion and Response protocols highlighted in this lesson 
strategically validate and affirm students’ cultural behaviors and build 
and bridge to school-culture behaviors.
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After ReadingBEYOND
THE

TEXT
Th

e 

After Party

Respond to the Text
Options for responding to the text are provided below.  Choose activities that support your lesson 
goals, or offer differentiated choices for students to respond to the text.

Assessment 
Opportunities

Opportunities to assess students include the 
following:

• Observe students during partner, small-group, 
and whole-group discussions.  (formative)

• Have students orally summarize the text.  
(summative)

• Use the Discussion Rubric (page 14) to 
formally evaluate students during the 
culminating discussion.  (summative)

• Assess students on their understanding of the 
Tier III vocabulary and their ability to use the 
words during discussion and in their writing.  
(summative)

Writing Prompts

Have students respond to one of the prompts below.   

• Mohandas Gandhi taught many people about 
satyagraha, which means nonviolent resistance.  
What were the consequences of Gandhi using 
this strategy?  Do you think satyagraha was a 
good strategy?  Why or why not?  Use examples 
from the text to explain your opinion.

• Mohandas Gandhi spent time in India, England, 
and South Africa.  How were the cultures in each 
of these places different?  How were the cultures 
similar?

Compare and 
Contrast 

Have students complete 
the Compare and Contrast 
activity (page 12) by filling 
in a Venn diagram that 
compares Mohandas Gandhi 
with Martin Luther King Jr.  

Culture Connection

Draw a T-chart on the board and label 
the columns 1869 and 1948.  Have a 
discussion about life in India during 
1869, when Gandhi was born, and 
record responses in the left column.  
Then, discuss the cultural changes that 
took place by 1948, when Gandhi was 
killed, and record responses in the right 
column.  Challenge students to identify 
the role Gandhi played in bringing about 
these changes.  Have students use 
the T-chart to help them complete the 
Culture Connection activity (page 13). 
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Name: ____________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Compare and Contrast

Directions: With the help of your teacher, search for information about 
Martin Luther King Jr.  You’ll find that he had a lot in common with 
Mohandas Gandhi.  Use the Venn diagram to record ways in which the 
two leaders were similar and how they were different. 

Martin Luther 
King Jr. 

Mohandas 
Gandhi 

Both


